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PRODUCT INFORMATION
SUPER MAGENTA DROP-IN WELDING LENS |  LARGE 4.5 X 5.25

SPECIFICATION 

SIZE: 4.5” H x 5.25” W

SHAPE: RECTANGLE

COLOR: MAGENTA

SAFETY STANDARDS: ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.2

 

Features: Provides great yellow flare reduction, enhancing 

the color and visual clarity of your work, erases the 

yellow and orange colors of the spectrum while enhancing 

the other colors.

 

 

The Super Magenta Drop-In Welding Lens | Large 4.5 x 5.25 is a breakthrough drop-in welding lens that is used 
along with your regular welding lens. The Super Magenta Drop-In is an acrylic lens that provides great yellow 
flare reduction, enhancing the color and visual clarity of your work. Two out of the three kinds of wave energies 
that you must protect against when welding are blocked by standard green lenses: the invisible yet harmful 
Ultraviolet (UV) and Infrared (IR). However, the bright and painful Visible Light wave spectrum is not fully 
eliminated by standard green welding filters, and while our Super Blue welding lens reduces yellow flare, our 
Super Magenta Drop-In works even better, with an outstanding resulting view. The advanced material used to 
make the Super Magenta Drop-In erases the yellow and orange colors of the spectrum while enhancing the other 
colors. Please note this is a drop-in lens and needs to be used along with your standard welding shade. These 
Phillips Safety welding lenses have a large rectangular shape with dimensions of 4.5” H x 5.25” W and will add 
about 1/2 of a shade. In addition, they are certified with ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.2 safety standards.

Attention: Do not use this as a stand alone lens. Permanent eye damage can and most likely will occur if used 
alone!

For safe and correct use, simply drop the Super Magenta Drop-In lens in behind your current standard shade and 
cover lens. Protect it from spatter, as acrylic will pit if spatter hits it. With proper care, this lens should give you 
years of trouble-free service. To clean, rinse the lens with water before drying off with a clean, soft cloth or new 
paper towel. This lens will scratch if mixed in a tool kit without being covered, so if you are going to store it, it’s 
a good idea to keep it covered or in the envelope it was shipped in.



Should you need any further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

123 Lincoln Blvd, Middlesex, NJ 08845, USA 

+1 (866) 757 1307

service@phillips-safety.com
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